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Topics & Questions for Future B1 Discussions 

 
1. Comprehensive Core Standardized Assessment (CCSA) – June 1, 2018 (Proposed) 

 
a. How does your IDN communicate the purpose and domains of the CCSA to your partners and 

other stakeholders?  
b. How many of your IDN partner organizations are using Comprehensive Standardized 

Assessments?  What assessment and screening tools are they using Including Social 
Determinants of Health? 

c. How have you engaged your partners to identify domain information that is already being 
collecting from their clients? What approach will your partners use to gather information related 
to the CCSA that they may not already collect? What about Pediatric CCSA? 

d. How is a positive CCSA for depression and SUD handled and what resources will be available 
to referral partners for these screens? Is there a tool, script, or common set of resources, such 
as the FQHC “PRAPARE Tool,” that can be leveraged? 

e. If patient completing a CCSA identifies a social need, do you have a follow-up question about 
whether they want help? Is it based on the number of identified needs? Which patients 
identified as having social needs don’t receive help? Is there other follow-up? 

 
2. Shared Care Plan – July 6, 2018 (Proposed) 

 
a. How does your IDN communicate the purpose and components of the SCP with your partners 

and other stakeholders? 
b. What criteria or triggers are being used to flag a patient for enhanced targeted interventions? 
c. Who is responsible for initiating the SCP? How did you pilot the SCP? 

 
3. Data – August 3, 2018 (Proposed) 

 
a. How does your IDN communicate the DSRIP data requirements to your partners and other 

stakeholders?  
b. How are your partners aligning IDN process and performance requirements with their own 

activities? What other organization could your IDN partner with to improve the health outcomes 
in your region? 

c. What measures are your IDN not meeting and what is the plan to address this issue. 
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4. Multi-disciplinary team – September 7, 2018 (Proposed) 
 

a. How does your IDN communicate the multi-disciplinary team model to your partners and other 
stakeholders?  

b. What Core Team model is your IDN using? 
c. Who is included in the Core Team? Are patients included on the core team or are patient 

contacts outlined in the workflows and protocols? 
d. What types of training is made available to the Core Team? 
e. How are contacts handled with social service organizations? Are they all handled by the care 

coordinator/navigator? Are representatives of social service organizations on the core team? 
f. What types of training is made available to the Core Team? 
g. What types of workflows do you have that incorporate communication plan inclusive of 

protocols for closed loop referrals? 
 

5. Funding and Sustainability – October 5, 2018 (Proposed) 
 
a. How does your IDN communicate funding models to your partners and other stakeholders?  
b. Is there the possibility to have a follow-up discussion to address funding new projects versus 

investing more funds in already established projects?   
c. How do you balance resource investment vs. impact? 
d. How will IDN efforts impact/affect/influence MCO care management efforts? 
e. Within your IDN or in conjunction with other IDNs, are you seeking grant funding?  
f. Does your IDN have a sustainability plan that is reviewed regularly and if so how do you 

communicate it to your partners and other stakeholders? 
g. Are there legal and regulatory changes that would support DSRIP sustainability? 

 
6. Site Self-Assessment (SSA) – November 2, 2018 (Proposed) 

 
a. How does your IDN communicate the purpose and significance of the baseline and follow-up 

SSA to your partners and other stakeholders? 
b. How does your IDN follow-up with partners with the results of the baseline and follow-up SSA? 
c. What are the possible improvement opportunities for your IDN partners from the results of the 

SSA? 
d. What next steps does your IDN have with your partners toward integration? 
e. Did your IDN share information regarding the SSA with Community Based Organizations that 

did not have to complete the SSA but would provide services to patients attributed to your 
IDN? 

f. What have been your most successful strategies for addressing barriers to practices becoming 
integrated? (Funding for staff time for project management and championing at practices, more 
staff, coaching, basic resistance to the integrated care model, fears re its financial viability, 
etc.) 
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